RFC Series Editor

Politics, mayhem, and formatting
First Impressions

• Style: Attention to detail is critical, but knowing what details require action is where it gets tricky
• rfc-interest, or “How to make a community run screaming”
My Priorities, in order

• Quality of the documents
• Usability of the Series today
• Usability of the Series tomorrow
• Flexibility to adjust to needs of today and tomorrow as they change over time

Note that all of the above overlap, and you may have a different order
Projects

- RFC Format Decision
- Style Manual RFC
- Style Manual Web page
- RFC Editor website

http://www.rfc-editor.org/rse/wiki
RFC Format BoF
(you know you want to go)

• RFC Format BoF – Tuesday, July 31 @ 10:30-11:30 a.m., Regency D

Project summary, including link to requirements and a summary of apparently unresolved Heated Discussions on rfc-interest: